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Abstract
We discuss massive scalar perturbations of a two-dimensional dilaton black hole. We employ a Pauli–Villars regularization scheme to calculate
the effect of the scalar perturbation on the Bekenstein–Hawking entropy. By concentrating on the dynamics of the scalar field near the horizon,
we argue that quantum effects alter the effective potential. We calculate the two-point function explicitly and show that it exhibits Poincaré
recurrences.
© 2006 Elsevier B.V. Open access under CC BY license. The information loss paradox following the discovery of
Hawking radiation [1] remains unresolved despite considerable
effort [2–4]. In principle, quantum effects in the evolution of
a black hole should be completely understood within string
theory. Since the latter is a unitary quantum theory containing
gravity, one expects that no information loss occurs during the
evolution of a black hole. How this emerges in practice, given
the existence of a horizon, remains out of reach as calculations
become intractable beyond the semi-classical approximation.
Central to our understanding of the quantum state of a black
hole is the Bekenstein–Hawking entropy which seems to be uni-
versally given by
(1)SBH = Ah4G,
whereAh is the area of the horizon and G is Newton’s constant.
An observer outside the horizon ought to be able to understand
this expression in terms of observable matter fields. Unfortu-
nately, calculations generally lead to divergent expressions due
to the infinite blue-shift experienced by an in-falling object near
the horizon. To get rid of infinities, ’t Hooft introduced an ar-
tificial “brick wall” just outside the horizon beyond which a
particle cannot propagate [5]. It was subsequently understood
that infinities may be absorbed by the gravitational constants
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Open access under CC BY license. and the theory was finite when expressed in terms of physical
parameters as in any renormalizable field theory [6,7]. The form
(1) of the entropy, including these quantum effects, remained
unchanged.
Given the finiteness of the entropy (once infinities are prop-
erly dealt with), one expects on general grounds that the
Poincaré recurrence theorem will hold. If we view the matter
field outside the horizon as a perturbation, this theorem implies
that, once perturbed, the system will never relax back to its
original state. Its evolution will be quasi-periodic with a large
period
(2)tP ∼ O
(
eS
)
.
For times t  tP , the system may look like it is decaying back
to thermal equilibrium, but for t  tP , it should return to its
original state (or close) an infinite number of times. This be-
havior should be evident in any correlator of matter fields. In
the case of an asymptotically AdS space–time, the AdS/CFT
correspondence [8] offers an additional tool in the study of uni-
tarity, because the CFT on the boundary of AdS is a unitary
field theory [9–15]. It was argued by Solodukhin [15] that quan-
tum effects replace the horizon by a wormhole of narrow throat
∼ o(1/tP ). It is then evident from (1) and (2) that these effects
are non-perturbative [16,17].
There is no similar correspondence principle in asymptoti-
cally flat space–times. However, the Poincaré recurrence theo-
rem should still hold. To lend support to this claim, we shall
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the background of a two-dimensional dilaton black hole. This
is a relatively simple case where explicit expressions can be
derived. By concentrating on the dynamics near the horizon,
we shall argue that the effective potential is modified by quan-
tum effects. For an explicit calculation, we concentrate on a
wormhole modification. However, the results are independent
of the detailed shape of the effective potential. We demonstrate
that the two-point function exhibits Poincaré recurrences, as ex-
pected.
The two-dimensional gravitational action is [18–20]
Igr = 12π
∫
d2x
√−ge−2ϕ(R + 4(∇ϕ)2 + V (ϕ))
(3)+ 1
16πG
∫
d2x
√−g(R − 2Λ).
The first term provides the dynamics of the dilaton field ϕ.
The second term on the right-hand side is the Einstein–Hilbert
action. However, in two dimensions it does not contribute to
the field (Einstein) equations, which is why a dilaton term is
needed. For the same reason, Newton’s constant G is not really
a coupling constant.
A general black hole metric is
(4)ds2 = −f (x)dt2 + dx
2
f (x)
.
The horizon is located at x = xh, where
(5)f (xh) = 0.
The Hawking temperature is given by
(6)TH = f
′(xh)
4π
.
The entropy of the gravitational system is
(7)Sgr = 2e−2ϕ(xh) + 14G
containing both a dilaton contribution and one of the Beken-
stein–Hawking form (1) coming from the Einstein–Hilbert ac-
tion, where the “area” of the horizon is Ah = 1 (single point).
Let us add a minimally coupled massive scalar field φ of
mass m with action
(8)Imatter = 12
∫
d2x
√−g[(∇φ)2 −m2φ2].
After integrating over the scalar field in the path integral, we
arrive at an effective action which is divergent. The divergences
may be eliminated by a Pauli–Villars regularization [7,21]. If
we add a scalar field of (large) mass M1 =
√
2M2 +m2 and
a pair of scalar fields of mass M2 =
√
M2 +m2 each obeying
wrong statistics, we obtain the effective action
Wmatter =
∫
d2x
(
Aa0(x)+ Ba1(x) + · · ·
)
,
(9)a0(x) = 1, a1(x) = 16R,where the dots represent finite contributions and
(10)A = M
2
1
8π
ln
M21
M22
+ m
2
8π
ln
m2
M22
, B = 1
8π
ln
M42
m2M21
are coefficients that diverge as M → ∞. They lead to a renor-
malization of Newton’s constant G,
(11)1
GR
= 1
G
+ 8π
3
B = 1
G
+ 2
3
ln
M22
mM1
and similarly for the cosmological constant Λ.
By varying the action (8), we obtain the wave equation for a
massive scalar field in the background (4),
(12)∂
∂x
(
f (x)
∂φ
∂x
)
− 1
f (x)
∂2φ
∂t2
= m2φ.
It is convenient to introduce the “tortoise coordinate” z given
by
(13)dx
dz
= f (x).
Decomposing the scalar field,
(14)φ(x, t) = Φ(x)e−iωt
the wave equation becomes
(15)−Φ ′′ + (m2f [x(z)]−ω2)Φ = 0,
where a prime denotes differentiation with respect to z.
Near the horizon, f (x) ≈ f ′(xh)(x − xh), therefore
(16)x − xh ≈ 14πTH e
4πTH z,
where we included an arbitrary multiplicative constant for di-
mensional reasons. The horizon is located at z = −∞. The
wave equation near the horizon may be approximated by
(17)−Φ ′′ + (m2e4πTH z −ω2)Φ = 0
whose solutions are Bessel functions. Eq. (17) is similar in form
to the wave equation one obtains in higher dimensions [22].
Demanding Φ → 0 as z → +∞, we obtain the eigenfunctions
(18)Φω(z) = C(ω)Kiμ
(
m
2πTH
e2πTH z
)
, μ = ω
2πTH
.
Notice that the spectrum is spanned by ω  0, since Kν(u) =
K−ν(u). To calculate the normalization factor, use
∞∫
0
du
u1−

Kiμ(u)Kiμ′(u)
(19)
= 1
23−
(
)
∣∣∣∣
(
i(μ +μ′)+ 

2
)

(
i(μ −μ′)+ 

2
)∣∣∣∣
2
.
Evidently, if μ 
= μ′, this expression vanishes as 
 → 0 (since
(
) → ∞), establishing the orthogonality of the eigenfunc-
tions. If μ′ → μ, we may approximate
(20)
∞∫
du
u1−

Kiμ(u)Kiμ′(u) ≈ 
|(iμ)|
2
2[
2 + (μ −μ′)2] .
0
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 → 0, we deduce that the choice
(21)C(ω) = 1√
πω(−iμ)
(
m
4πTH
)−iμ
,
where we included an arbitrary but convenient factor of unit
norm, leads to the desirable orthogonality relation
(22)
∞∫
0
dzΦ∗ω(z)Φω′(z) =
1
2ω
δ(ω −ω′).
In the limit z → −∞ (as we approach the horizon), this may be
approximated by plane waves,
(23)
Φω(z) ≈ − 12√πω
{
eiωz − (iμ)
(−iμ)
(
m
4πTH
)−2iμ
e−iωz
}
showing that effectively we are describing the dynamics of a
massless free field (due to its infinite blue shift) obeying the
dispersion relation ω = |k|. We shall argue later that quantum
effects alter this dispersion relation by an effective small mass
term (corresponding to a large but finite blue shift near the hori-
zon), as in the case of a BTZ black hole [17].
In the WKB approximation the wave-function for z < z0,
where m2e4πTH z0 −ω2 = 0, is
ΦWKB(z) ∼ sin
(
p(z) + π
4
)
,
(24)p(z) =
z0∫
z
dz′
√
ω2 −m2e4πTH z′ .
We have
(25)
p(z) = − ω
2πTH
(√
1 − m
2
ω2
e4πTH z + ln
m
ω
e2πTH z
1 +
√
1 − m2
ω2
e4πTH z
)
.
The WKB approximation amounts to approximating a Bessel
function by tangents. In the limit z → −∞, we may approxi-
mate
(26)p(z) ≈ −ωz − ω
2πTH
(
ln
m
2ω
+ 1
)
+ · · · .
The wave-function (24) near the horizon becomes
ΦWKB(z) ∼ eiωz + S(ω)e−iωz,
(27)S(ω) ≈ −i
(
m
2ω
)−2iμ
e−2iμ
which agrees with (23) up to an overall normalization factor,
as one can easily see by a straightforward calculation using the
asymptotic Stirling expression (ν) ≈ νν− 12 e−ν .
The free energy at temperature T is given by the WKB ex-
pression [5]
(28)F = − 1
π
∞∫
0
dω
eω/T − 1p(−∞).We are interested in the case where T = TH , but it is convenient
to work with the above “off-shell” quantity in order to calculate
thermodynamic quantities [21]. The right-hand side of Eq. (28)
is a divergent expression. However, it is not a physical quan-
tity; the free energy of the system has contributions from the
Pauli–Villars fields as well as the gravitational field. Adding the
contributions of the Pauli–Villars regulators, we obtain a regu-
lated expression for the free energy from matter fields which
can be written in terms of
(29)preg(z) = p(z) + pM1(z) − 2pM2(z),
where M1 =
√
2M2 +m2, M2 =
√
M2 +m2 (recall that there
is one Pauli–Villars field of mass M1 and two fields of mass M2
and wrong statistics) and we defined
pM(z) = − ω2πTH
(√
1 − M
2
ω2
e4πTH z
(30)+ ln
M
ω
e2πTH z
1 +
√
1 − M2
ω2
e4πTH z
)
so that pm(z) = p(z) (Eq. (25)). In the limit z → −∞, we ob-
tain a finite expression
(31)preg(−∞) = ω2πTH ln
M22
mM1
.
The free energy (28) is corrected to
Freg ≡ − 1
π
∞∫
0
dω
eω/T − 1preg(−∞)
(32)= − T
2
12TH
ln
M22
mM1
.
The entropy contribution of matter fields is
(33)Sreg = −∂Freg
∂T
∣∣∣∣
T=TH
= 1
6
ln
mM1
M22
.
Including the gravitational contribution (7), the total entropy is
(34)Stotal = Sgr + Sreg = 2e−2ϕ(rh) + 14GR
a finite quantity once expressed in terms of the physical con-
stant GR (Eq. (11)). Notice that the dilaton contribution is not
affected by the addition of the matter field, because the latter is
not coupled to the dilaton.
Let us now turn to a calculation of Green functions. We shall
calculate the two-point function of the time derivative of the
scalar field, φ˙, rather than of the field φ itself, in order to avoid
unnecessary complications due to the logarithmic behavior of
the two-dimensional propagator. The two-point function at tem-
perature TH can be written as
G(t, z; t ′, z′) ≡ 〈{φ˙(t, z), φ˙(t ′, z′)}〉
TH
(35)=
∑
n
G0(t + in/TH , z; t ′, z′)
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(36)G0(t, z; t ′, z′) =
∞∫
0
dωω2e−iω(t−t ′)Φω(z)Φ∗ω(z′).
Using the approximation (23) near the horizon (which is equiv-
alent to the WKB expression (27) appropriately normalized),
we obtain
G0(t, z; t ′, z′) ≈ 12π(t − t ′ + z − z′)2
(37)+ 1
2π(t − t ′ − z + z′)2
and after performing the sum in (35),
G(t, z; t ′, z′) ≈ πT
2
H
2 sinh2 πTH (t − t ′ + z − z′)
(38)+ πT
2
H
2 sinh2 πTH (t − t ′ − z + z′)
.
Evidently, the two-point function decays exponentially as t −
t ′ → ∞. This cannot be the case if the entropy of the system
is finite. To see this explicitly, let us set z = z′ and t ′ = 0 to
simplify the notation. The two-point function behaves asymp-
totically for large t > 0 as
(39)G(t) ≡ G(t, z;0, z) ≈ 4πT 2He−2πTH t .
This expression is a valid approximation for t  t0, where t0 =
1
πTH
. The normalized time average
(40)〈|G|2〉≡ lim
T→∞
1
T
T∫
t0
dt
|G(t)|2
|G(t0)|2
vanishes for an exponentially decaying G(t). However, in a sys-
tem of finite entropy S, one obtains
(41)〈|G|2〉∼ e−S
under general assumptions [23,24]. In calculating the two-point
function we ignored regularization issues and therefore implic-
itly worked in the S → ∞ limit, hence our result 〈|G|2〉 = 0
following from Eq. (39). Quantum effects include the contri-
butions of the Pauli–Villars fields and the gravitational field
yielding a finite density of states near the horizon. They en-
ter the definition of Green functions and therefore alter the
wave equation (17) by modifying the effective potential. The
resulting potential must admit bound states. To calculate these
quantum effects, we shall adopt a specific form of the potential,
however the results to leading order will be independent of the
details of the shape of the effective potential.
We shall assume that the effective potential changes because
of a change in the metric due to quantum effects amounting to
(42)lim
x→xh
gtt = −λ2
thus replacing the horizon with the narrow throat of a worm-
hole [15]. The parameter λ > 0 is a physical parameter. We
shall calculate its value by calculating its effects on physicalquantities. On account of (42) the metric (4) outside the hori-
zon changes to
(43)ds2 = −[f (x)+ λ2]dt2 + dx2
f (x)
.
The scalar wave equation (12) for the field (14) changes to√
f (x)
f (x)+ λ2
(√
f (x)
[
f (x)+ λ2]Φ ′)′
(44)+ ω
2
f (x)+ λ2 Φ = m
2Φ.
In terms of the “tortoise coordinate” z˜, where
(45)dx
dz˜
=
√
f (x)
[
f (x)+ λ2]
we have
(46)−Φ ′′ + {m2f [x(z˜)]+ λ2m2 −ω2}Φ = 0,
where a prime now denotes differentiation with respect to z˜,
replacing Eq. (15).
Near the horizon, f (x) ≈ 4πTH (x − xh). Integrating, we
obtain
(47)x − xh ≈ λ
2
4πTH
sinh2(2πTH z˜)
and f (x) ≈ λ2 sinh2(2πTH z˜), as long as we stay close to and
outside (x > xh) the horizon. The wave equation becomes
(48)−Φ ′′ + {λ2m2 cosh2(2πTH z˜)− ω2}Φ = 0.
If we shift
(49)z˜ → z˜ + 1
2πTH
ln
2
λ
the wave equation becomes
(50)
−Φ ′′ +
{
m2e4πTH z˜ + λ
4m2
16
e−4πTH z˜ + λ
2m2
2
−ω2
}
Φ = 0
reducing to (17) in the limit λ → 0. For λ > 0, the effective
potential admits bound states. In the WKB approximation, the
wave-function for |z˜| < z˜0, where λm cosh(2πTH z˜0) = ω, is
ΦWKB(z˜) ∼ sin
(
p˜(z˜)+ π
4
)
,
(51)p˜(z˜) =
z˜0∫
z˜
dz˜′
√
ω2 − λ2m2 cosh2(2πTH z˜′).
Eigenvalues are quantized by the Bohr–Sommerfeld quantiza-
tion condition
(52)p˜(−z˜0) =
(
n + 1
2
)
π.
To integrate over z˜, change variables to u,
(53)sinh 2πTH z˜ = k
λm
sin u, ω2 = k2 + λ2m2.
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the frequency by a dispersion relation which includes a small
but finite effective mass
(54)meff = λm.
This reflects the fact that the new effective potential leads to
large but finite blue-shifts near the throat of the wormhole.
A short calculation yields
p˜(z˜) = k
2
2πTHλm
π/2∫
u
cos2 u′ du′√
1 + k2
λ2m2
sin2 u′
= ω
2πTH
{
K
(
k
ω
)
− E
(
k
ω
)
− F
(
α,
k
ω
)
(55)+ E
(
α,
k
ω
)
− k
2
ω2
sinα cos u
}
written in terms of elliptic functions, where
(56)sinα = ω
λm
sin u√
1 + k2
λ2m2
sin2 u
= ω
k
tanh 2πTH z˜.
For k ≈ ω, we may expand
(57)
F
(
α,
k
ω
)
−E
(
α,
k
ω
)
= 2
π
E′
(
k
ω
)
ln tan
(
α
2
+ π
4
)
+ O(α)
and also
(58)K
(
k
ω
)
− E
(
k
ω
)
= ln 4ω
λm
− 1 + · · · .
In the WKB approximation, the free energy at temperature T is
F = − 1
π
∞∫
0
dω
eω/T − 1 p˜(−z˜0)
(59)= − 1
π2TH
∞∫
0
dωω
eω/T − 1
{
K
(
k
ω
)
− E
(
k
ω
)}
.
Using the approximation (58), after some algebra we obtain
(60)F = − T
2
12TH
{
ln
1
λ
+ψ(2)+ ln 4T
m
− 1 + 12ζ
′(2)
π2
}
a finite expression, replacing the infinite expression (28). How-
ever, it should be emphasized that λ is not a regularization
parameter but a physical one and the above expression is not
a physical quantity by itself. We ought to add the contribution
of the Pauli–Villars fields in order to obtain the contribution of
matter fields to the free energy. We readily obtain
(61)Freg = − T
2
12TH
ln
M22
mM1
in agreement with our earlier result (32). Together with the
gravitational contribution, they form a physical quantity from
which one can deduce thermodynamical quantities such as the
entropy (34) of the system. Notice that the dependence on λ
has disappeared so no conclusion on its value can be drawn bycalculating the free energy of the system and consequently its
entropy.
To calculate λ, we turn to a calculation of the two-point
function. In the WKB approximation, Green functions may be
expressed in terms of the wave-functions (51). Using (57) and
(58), we obtain after some algebra
(62)ΦWKB(z˜) ∼ eikz˜ + S˜(ω)e−ikz˜,
∣∣S˜(ω)∣∣2 = 1
which is similar to our earlier result (27) with the crucial differ-
ence that the dispersion relation has changed from a massless
one (ω = |k|) to Eq. (53) which includes a small effective mass
(Eq. (54)). The explicit form of S˜(ω) is not needed; only the
fact that it is of unit norm. On account of (58), the quantization
condition (52) reads
(63)k
πTH
(
ln
4k
λm
− 1 + · · ·
)
=
(
nk + 12
)
π, nk ∈ Z
therefore
(64)k ≈
(
n+ 1
2
)
π2TH
ln 1
λ
.
It follows that the two-point function is periodic under
(65)z˜ → z˜ + n˜Leff, Leff = 2 ln
1
λ
πTH
, n˜ ∈ Z.
Ignoring temperature effects, we may write an expression for it
using the method of images,
G0(t, z; t ′, z′)
(66)=
∑
n˜
∞∫
0
dk ke−iω(t−t ′)ΦWKB(z˜ + n˜Leff)Φ∗WKB(z˜′).
We shall calculate this correlator following a similar calculation
in [17]. Each term in the series can be written in terms of the
two-point function of a massive field of mass meff = λm on
account of the dispersion relation (53). Setting z′ = z and t ′ = 0
for simplicity, we obtain
G0(t) ≡ G0(t, z;0, z)
(67)= −1
2
∑
n˜
H¨
(2)
0
(
λm
√
t2 + n˜2L2eff
)
.
For small t  t0 = 1πTH , only the n˜ = 0 contributes (in the other
terms, the argument of the Hankel function is approximately
constant, so the time derivative vanishes). We obtain
(68)G0(t) ≈ 1
πt2
exhibiting a power law decaying behavior for large t , which
turns into an exponential decay (Eq. (39)) once temperature ef-
fects are included.
For large t (t  t0), however, this approximation is no longer
valid. For t  1
λm
, we may approximate the sum by an integral.
After some algebra, we arrive at [17]
(69)G0(t) ≈ πλm2Leff e
−iλmt
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(70)tP = 2π
λm
.
Including temperature effects does not alter the above result
of periodicity because the Green function at finite temperature
may be written as a series (Eq. (35)) each term of which is
periodic with period given by Eq. (70). The normalized time
average is
(71)〈|G0|2〉≡ lim
T→∞
1
T
T∫
t0
dt
|G0(t)|2
|G0(t0)|2 ∼
λ2
ln2 1
λ
,
where in the last step we used Eqs. (68) and (69) together with
the definition (65) of Leff. Comparing with the general result
(41) [23,24], it follows that asymptotically,
(72)λ2 ≈ e−Stotal
written in terms of the total entropy of the system given by
Eq. (34). The Poincaré time (70) to leading order is given by
(73)tP ≈ 2π
m
eStotal/2.
It should be noted that the non-perturbative parameter λ is given
in terms of the total entropy of the system (Eq. (72)) which
includes the contribution of the dilaton field. Even though the
latter does not couple to matter at the classical level, the black
hole background we are expanding around is a solution to the
field equations which are non-existent in the absence of the dila-
ton in two dimensions. Moreover, the dilaton field contributes
at loop level to the two-point function of the matter field.
The above conclusions may be generalized by including ad-
ditional matter fields. Different matter fields may not couple to
each other classically, however they contribute to the total en-
tropy of the system through contributions to the renormalization
of Newton’s constant G (Eqs. (11) and (34)). The form (73) of
the Poincaré time is unaltered by the addition of matter fields.
One may also add a non-trivial coupling of matter to the dila-
ton field [20]. Such a coupling will contribute to the classical
expression for the total entropy (34) through a renormalization
of the dilaton field. It will also provide quantum (loop) correc-
tions to the entropy. The two-point function of the matter field
will also receive higher-order corrections, however at the semi-
classical level we are discussing, the form of the Green function
and the Poincaré time (73) will not change.
In conclusion, we calculated the two-point function of a two-
dimensional massive scalar field in a black hole background.
We argued that quantum effects altered the effective potential
replacing the horizon by the narrow throat of a wormhole, fol-
lowing a similar argument in three-dimensional asymptotically
AdS space by Solodukhin [15]. In the latter case, the throat size
could be deduced by going to the boundary of AdS and apply-
ing the AdS/CFT correspondence [16,17]. We were able to find
an expression for the throat of the wormhole in our case by con-
centrating on the dynamics near the horizon (throat).Although we explicitly considered an effective potential
arising from a narrow wormhole, our results are independent of
the details of the potential. To leading order, the oscillatory be-
havior (69) relies solely on the dispersion relation (53) in which
the effective mass (54) is determined by the minimum of the
effective potential. Moreover, the effective length (65) which
determines the spatial periodicity of Green functions and enters
the normalized average (71) is also generically given to lead-
ing order by Leff ∼ ln 1λ , therefore the expression (73) for the
Poincaré time holds more generally. These observations sup-
port the argument that by modifying the effective potential we
have correctly accounted for quantum effects to leading order.
It would be interesting to generalize the discussion to higher
dimensions. We should obtain qualitatively similar results be-
cause the potential near the horizon retains the same form [22].
By concentrating on the dynamics near the horizon, we may
thus arrive at a quantitative understanding of Poincaré recur-
rences in an asymptotically flat black hole background.
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